Dears Sir/Madam,

I request the Catholic Church and Government do the following

* RCC withdraw control over State Affairs if they cannot comply with our Common Law.
* Stop abusing children
* Exercise their Duty of Care towards offenders in their care by reporting them to the State for help from the onset.
* The Pope hand over the list of all known offenders to Government authorities.
* Pay Child abuse victims realistic compensation: This is a Holocaust equal to the mass slaughter of European Jews.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if the Church offered all victims who have not a home of their own a home and land package at least. The Federal government could give financial assistance (as they already do) with RCC residential investment initiatives.

I, like many victims feel our home was taken away from us many years ago when abused as children. It is a feeling that alot of abuse victims live with and share. How wonderful it would be to be offered a place to go of my own that cannot be taken away or destroyed by another. A sanctuary that is a small gesture of restitution. However let us face the truth. The RCC can never restore what God and Jesus never intended to be taken away from his children.